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Abstract

The traffic movement and the demand by public or private trans-
port are problems of present days. All cities in the world suffer with
traffic jammed, air and noise pollution, affecting our life quality. With
this in mind, simulation systems have arose as solution to understand
traffic phenomenas and help us to design vehicular traffic efficiently.
These simulation systems are based on mathematic models so that
they can describe the traffic behavior. Among mathematic models
employed, Cellular Automaton (CA) are able to mimic the basic char-
acteristics of vehicular traffic. CA models, that take into account dif-
ferent driving style, demand more computation between two consecu-
tive simulation time steps and also require more neighbors to calculate
the correct velocity of each vehicle, which implies more memory ac-
cess. This work proposes a new parallel CA model which includes new
policies of acceleration and distance perception based on continuous
probability function to describe the unpredictable behavior of driving
styles. This model is presented in parallel platform approach in or-
der to evaluate its performance in execution of the proposed model in
simulating traffic big cities. The model herein illustrates qualitative
and quantitative results similar to those suggested by the literature.
Besides, we conducted tests in order to evaluate the parallel execute
of the proposed model.
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1. Introduction

The traffic movement and the demand by public or private transport are
problems of present days. All cities in the world suffer with traffic jammed,
air and noise pollution, affecting our life quality. Thus, the correctly un-
derstanding of vehicular traffic on road network allows to find out how to
minimize traffic jammed effects.
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Indeed, traffic prediction and simulations tools become useful to help
us to understand traffic dynamic. Furthermore, some researches have been
developed to deal this kind of problem [1]. Among these work, some re-
searchers have proposed mathematical models in order to describe traffic
flows. These models are classified in macroscopic and microscopic. The for-
mer describes the traffic as fluid. The latter makes arise a global behavior
from local interaction. Among these models, Cellular Automaton (CA) is
able to describe traffic flow from a simple set of rules [2].

Besides the mathematical model, another problem with traffic prediction
and simulations tools is in the fact that traffic flow of big cities demands
a high power processing and huge quantity of memory achieved in com-
puters cluster. Traffic simulation of cities may reach in a millions order.
For example, New York City has 2, 107, 321 vehicles registered in 2015 [3]
(buses, truck, car, etc..), moving through 6, 300 miles in streets in the city
[4]. This example requires a lattice of 20, 277, 734 cells in case of CA model,
considering discretization with cells of 0.5m.

In this paper, we propose a CA model applied for traffic simulation that
considers several driving styles that extends previous works [5, 6]. Our ex-
tension consists in distance perception of ahead vehicle without anticipation
policy, as proposed by authors in previous works. Instead of computing sev-
eral intermediaries time steps as presented in [5] or using more data from
neighborhood and more neighborhoods to calculate the anticipation policy
[6], we proposed herein a higher space discretization and velocity of ahead
vehicle so as to define the distance perception, adapting the acceleration
policy proposed in [6]. Furthermore, the proposed model is optimized to
take the advantages of parallel machines.

In this work some related work is reviewed in Section 2, following we
brief describing the variables related to traffic simulation based on cellular
automaton and the base model as well as its extension in Section 3. Section
4 discusses tests and results and Section 5 presents the conclusion and future
work.

2. Related Work

The first CA model applied for traffic simulation is named NaSch’s model
and it was introduced bt Nagel and Schreckenberg [2]. Next models are based
on NaSch’s model and try to improve certain characteristics of traffic, such
as flow-density relation or the synchronized flow region that is also known
as meta-stability region [7, 8].

The CA models that improve flow-density relation consider the contin-
uous movement of drivers, where the ahead vehicle is still moving, at the
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next time step, in the same velocity of previous time step. These models
require computing of several intermediaries time steps [9, 10, 5]. Another
anticipation policy accesses several data from more neighbors in order to
guarantee the correct velocity definition [6].

Hoekstra et al. [11] presented and discussed about CAs in multi-core
clusters architecture which uses the cluster processing power by low cost.
The challenge discussed in this work was the level of communication in
parallel machine which uses the memory hierarchy of one machine to provide
the communication among the cores. The bottlenecks are network bus in
case of former and memory bus in case of the latter.

In literature, we find works that achieved more power processing based
on distributed memory. Among them, Dattilo et al. [12] proposed a dis-
tributed CA model to simulate landslide which achieved a good performance
on cluster such as Beowulf clusters. Oliverio et al. [13] proposed another
approach which just uses shared memory based on OpenMP compilation
directives in CA models to simulate lava flows. To simulate large scale do-
mains, Bandman [14] proposed an approach that uses shared memory. In
this case, the author uses several different CAs which each one is computed
in one machine. Each CA domain is partitioned in fragments, using domain
decomposition method, and each fragment is assigned to a core. Following,
all CAs interacts one another so that they can simulate very large scale
domain.

3. Parallel Cellular Automaton Model

We proposed herein an optimization CA model for traffic simulation
to take advantage of parallel machines. So that we can mimic very large
domains, such as big cities, and provide a computing of the simulation in
acceptable time.

Traditionally, CA models applied in traffic simulation work with space
and time discretization, where space represents the highway, streets or av-
enue, the spaces where vehicles move. Time defines the steps which the
simulation evolves. With this in mind, each cell can represent a space of
7.5m or 1.5m, considering that a vehicle occupies just one cell in former ap-
proach or five cells in the latter. Time discretization is given in time steps of
one second [2, 5, 6]. These discretization represent quite well the flow traffic
in highways, however, they do not describe correctly the traffic movement
in big cities, due to the low speed limit of road network and the jammed
flow in these roads or even the interaction with pedestrians, that require a
very refinement discretization (cells of 0.5m) [15]. Hence, to simulate traffic
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in cities, it is necessary to work with more refinement discretization. In this
case, we used cells of 0.5m and each vehicle occupies fifteen cells. Buses and
small trucks are represented by thirty cells.

The proposed model considers that all drivers accelerate their vehicles to
the maximum speed limit or allowed by vehicle flow. Eventually, any driver
may not be this behavior and he is going to keep its velocity by subsequents
times steps (driving style). In according to driving style, each driver reduces
his acceleration desire as close as he is to the ahead vehicle or traffic lights.

Algorithms 1 and 2 describe our model, the former defines the correct
velocity of each vehicle while the latter updates them on the lattice. The
variables related to a vehicle is its velocity (vti), distance (dti) and length (li).
t is the current time step, i is ith-vehicle and his ahead vehicle is given by
i− 1th-vehicle. The speed limit is given by vmax. Beta PDF models driving
styles [16].

Line 4 in Algorithm 1 describes the acceleration policy and lines 6 to 10
model the distance perception of ahead vehicle. Our solution is explicit in
time and pretends to ensure the individual correct velocity definition. More-
over, our CA models herein requires few data from ahead vehicle, reducing
the memory access in parallel machines that improves the performance of
simulation during the computing. ith vehicle increases its velocity ∆v × α
in each time step (α ∈ [0 : 1]), ∆V = 12 and it represents a quantity of cells
that one driver can accelerate, α is close to 0 makes ith vehicle maintain its
velocity, as long as ith vehicle can accelerate up to 12 cells in one time step
if α is close to 1. Line 6 in Algorithm 1 calculates the distance between two
consecutive vehicles which is used in line 8 to reduce the driver accelera-
tion desire. Braking rule is given by line 10 and line 11 defines the correct
velocity.

The parameter ds is close to zero when a driver is moving faster and
close to the ahead vehicle, while cautious driver takes more time steps to
accelerate its vehicle and also keeps far to the next vehicle, in this case ds is
close to D, where D = 6. ds is defined in according to β (line 3 of Algorithm
1).
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Input: (Lattice, vehicles attributes)
Result: (New vehicles velocity definition)

1 for For each vehicle do in parallel do
2 α = Beta(a, b)
3 β = 1 − Beta(a, b)

4 vti = min

(
vti + (∆v × α), Vmax − (3 × β)

)
5 dti = xt−1

i
− xt−1

i+1
− li+1

6 th =
dt
i

vt
i
−(v

t−1
i+1

+∆v×α)

7 if th ≤ (h× β) then
8 ds = D × β
9 end

10 dti = max(dti − ds, 0)

11 vti = min(vti , d
t
i)

12 end
13 Synchronize all vehicles

Algorithm 1: Vehicles velocity definition.

Input: (Lattice, vehicles attributes)
Result: (Updated Lattice, New vehicles

position)
1 for For each vehicle do in parallel do

2 xti = xt−1
i

+ vti
3 end
4 Synchronize all vehicles

Algorithm 2: Update vehicles.

We adopted a specific workload balance approach which divides the ve-
hicles among the threads, that are moving on the part of lattice that was
defined in the begining of simulation. It means, instead of processing each
point of the latticle, a list of vehicles is computed. Our proposed parallel
model adopts the communication in the share memory hierarchy among the
cores that belong in the same machine.

Our CA model is composed by two stages: i)velocity definition of all
vehicles at the current time step (Algorithm 1) and, ii) update stage (Algo-
rithm 2) is responsible for updating each vehicles in the latticle. Our model
requires only three synchronize points: the first is to guarantee that vehicles
velocity definition precedes update vehicles position (line 13 of Algorithm
1). The second guarantees data communication consistence (lines 5 and 6
of Algorithm 2) among processes. The last synchronize point is at the end
of update stage, so that the velocity definition can access consistent data in
the next time step. We adopted barrier as synchronize object in the three
points due to all threads should wait one another before going to the next
point (pthread API).

4. Tests and Results

In this section, we describe and discuss two set of tests: the first test is
related to the quantitative and qualitative results of simulation and, the sec-
ond one presents performance and speedups obtained by parallel approach.
We setup the same configuration for both set of tests: periodic boundary
condition (inflow is equal to outflow), 30.000 cells, 28.800 simulation time
steps and the first 14.400 time transient time steps, which means 15 km
in 4 hours, considering cells of 0.5m. The global traffic occupation is in a
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range from 0.01 (20 vehicles) to 0.95 (1, 900 vehicles). The maximum speed
value allowed is 75 cells per unit time (135 km/h), considering the fact that
each cell represents a space of 0.5m and a vehicle has 7.5m of length. In the
first test we used parallel version with 8 threads, Figure 1 and 2 display the
results.

Figure 1 presents the accuracy of our method during traffic simulation.
On one hand, Figure 1(a) shows a real data [17]. On the other hand, Figure
1(b) presents result of a simulation. Our model resembles quite well the
same traffic dynamics empirical observed by Fred et al. [17].

The free flow is sustained while vehicles moves in desired speed and
they have enough space among them, not being influenced by any driving
style. With increasing vehicles on the highway, the free space among vehicles
decreases up to these vehicles cannot move on desired velocity. In this
case, any velocity fluctuation of a vehicle makes other vehicles reduce their
velocity, making arise slow-to-start phenomena (a vehicle takes much more
time to accelerate than brake). Considering the little space among vehicles,
the maximum flow is achieved when all vehicles move close to one another
at the maximum speed limit.

The maximum speed limit and driving style define in which density the
traffic flow would become free, jammed or synchronized. Figure 1(b) shows
the influence of maximum speed limit in free, synchronized or jammed flow.
Red solid line represents the simulation based on maximum speed limit of
135km/h, as long as green dashed line is simulation where vehicles were
limited in 100km/h. The former guarantees free flow up to 13% occupation
of road (approximately) and in the latter the free flow is sustained up tp
17% (approximately). In fact, our model resembles this dynamic traffic as
described in theory [18].

Figure 2 depicts the influence of driving style on flow-density diagram.
As theory would predict, slow drivers (unhurried - Beta(6, 5)) arise great
empty spaces among vehicles. In doing so, empty spaces among vehicles
reduces the free flow prematurely. On the other hand, drivers who have
style to move close to one another improves the flow-density relation due to
vehicles are as close as possible one another (Hurried drivers - Beta(8, 2)).
The average driving style is modeled by Usual Style is modeled by Beta(4, 2).
As any others CA models, our proposed model does not consider crashes
among vehicles. In general, CA models focus on vehicular movement and
the interaction one another.
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J~~0,6

ρ~~0,13

(a) - Real data adapted from
Fred et al. [17].
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Figure 1 - Flow-density diagram - Real data and simulated.
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Figure 2 - The influence driving style on flow-density diagram.

The environment is composed by machines which have two quad-core
processors (Intel Xeon 5355 Clovertown). Each core has one private L1
cache (64KB) and share one L2 cache (8MB) with another core on the same
processor. All cores of a same machine have a uniform access to a 16GB
main memory module. CentOS 5.3 is the operating system with kernel is
2.6.18.

We adopted pThread API to manage and create the threads and we
used posix memalign C API to improve caches access. This API allows
us to allocate memory aligned with cache line, avoiding data fragmentation
in memory. We also used pthread setaffinity np C API, so that we can
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Figure 3 - Performance obtained with simulations.

make the same thread be re-scheduling in the same core, taking to advantage
of data fetch in cache L1[19].

We conducted the performance tests in order to determinate how our
parallel CA model behaves in parallel machine, defining the limit where
the parallel execution does not take the advantage of machine. Thus, we
executed tests with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 threads and we divided vehicles
among the threads, guaranteeing, at least, one vehicle per thread. As the
machine works in hyper-thread mode, 16 and 32 threads share physical cores.

Figure 3(a) shows the elapsed time in processing simulation and Figure
3(b) presents the speedup achieved with multi-threads. In both diagram,
x-axis represents the time of the amount of vehicles computed in bytes,
as Figure 3(a) illustrates. Figure 3(b) shows the machine achieved linear
speedup to all instances, even-if computing 32 threads, where 4 threads
shared the same core. In fact, our model is efficient due to our data structure
that takes the advantage of linescaches and has fine grain.

7. Conclusion

We proposed new parallel CA model which is mimicking basics dynamic
of traffic and also are able to model vehicles interacting in slow velocities,
that are necessary in cities, taking into account several driving styles and
vehicles (buses, trucks, etc...). Moreover, the model is composed by few
rules and requires few neighborhood data. These two elements combined
with a correct cache memories alignment allowed us to take the advantage
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of hyper-thread machines, achieving linear speedups with high quantity of
CPU threads, as illustrated by results.

This work opens some question that we will try to answer in future work:
i) reducing or minimizing the communication step among cluster machine
and, ii)interaction with another CA model responsible for pedestrian move-
ment.
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